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 After discovering that the villain has stolen their inheritance, the girls form a singing duo, The Virtuosi, and use their talent to
challenge the nefarious accomplice to a singing competition. The film's music is composed by Ram Sampath and it is produced
by Vishesh Films. The director is Ashwini Chaudhary while the screenplay is written by G. Ravichandran. The dialogues are by
Prasad Patel and the songs are penned by Vivek Shauq and Ajay-Atul. It is distributed by UTV Motion Pictures. The film has

received critical and commercial success. Synopsis It is the time of Renaissance in Spain. The arrogant and ruthless Don Ramon
de Cabezudo is hiding the inheritance of his mother. He has two identical twin girls, Liana and Alexa, who are her legal heirs.

Both of them had been taken away from their birth parents at a young age, and their very existence is unknown to their parents.
Don Ramon wants to marry them off to his friends or relatives who are waiting for them. The girls are twin sisters who share

everything. They are very good friends and can't be separated even for a moment. One day, their singing teacher Katerina starts
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teaching them an Italian song called "Lei non volle che io mi partissi". This song was first recorded in 1297 by a young boy,
Abbot of Saint Francis Monastery in Arles. The girls decide to learn the song and put it to a competition with the son of the

corrupt Don Ramon. Don Ramon hires two singers who are both his cousins, Alonso and Antonio. They promise to help the girls
to win the competition. But, they have not forgotten Don Ramon's order to kill them if they are caught. But, before their

disappearance, the girls get to know that the real reason behind their disappearance is their adoptive mother, Elena, who was
imprisoned because she was found to be a witch. She had also been sold by their father to Don Ramon. The girls realize that
their real mother Elena, who is a famous mystic, a witch, and a sorceress, has been trapped in Don Ramon's dungeons. Their

adoptive father's villainous uncle, Don Gabriel, has been arranging everything to get rid of the twins. The girls start performing
as a duo and quickly become famous. The girls also visit their real parents, Don Gabriel and Dona Elena, in the 520fdb1ae7
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